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Student Government no-confidence 
vote on the horizon for Barquinero
By Chris Nicholson 
Associate Editor
On Monday, April 13, Stu­
dent Government President A. J. 
Ciesielski declared that Student 
Government will hold a no-con- 
fidence vote on Vice-President of 
Enrollment and Student Services 
Jim Barquinero, as student services 
coordinator, this week.
The vote, which includes a 
resolution to appoint a vice- 
president solely in charge of stu­
dent services, was announced with 
citations of slanderous remarks 
toward students by Barquinero, 
and the long-term disintegration 
of the student services department.
The no-confidence motion 
being passed indicates that the 
Student Government does not feel 
Barquinero can adequately per­
form in his position as student 
services coordinator. -
Ciesielskrsaid that^tu^ent 
Government is “looking to have 
the position of vice-president of 
student services reinstated at this
Student Government President A. J. Ciesielski announced this 
week that Student Government wilt hold a no-confidence vote for 
Vice-President of Enrollment and Student Services Jim Barquin­
ero. Photo by Michael Champagne
university.” The said position was me position,
eliminated in March 1991, in an “We feel we need the rein- 
administrative restructure that re- statement of a student services 
moved Henry Krell, who then held person who has student service
experience, of which Mr. Bar­
quinero has none,” stated 
Ciesielski. “Student Government 
is currently in the process of put­
ting together a resolution which 
will request that this need be ful­
filled.”
Student Government Vice- 
President Todd Ross agreed that 
the job of running student services 
should be left to one person. “It’s 
an injustice to the students that 
one man has been entrusted with 
the position of enrollment and 
student affairs,” Ross said. “As 
Sacred Heart expands, there are 
many issues that face the students. 
In order for them to be addressed 
properly, someone is needed who 
is devoted toward student services 
alone.”
Ciesielski put forth two main 
reasons why the present actions 
are being taken, the first of which 
is the disintegration of the student
sity.
“Over the past two years,” 
said Ciesielski, “student services 
has been dismantled, and a heavy
work load has been put on just a 
few individuals. A lot of dedicated 
members have either left or been 
removed from their positions, and 
filling these positions has taken 
some time, or they have not been 
filled at all.”
Specific student service po­
sitions left empty are housing di­
rector, director of health services, 
and drug prevention coordinator.
The second reason for stu­
dent government’s actions is the 
allegation that Barquinero does 
not have the best interests of the 
student body in mind.
“The feelings of the students 
are that to certain administrators, 
their opinions don’t matter any 
more,” Ciesielski said. “This was 
made very apparent by Mr. Bar­
quinero that when the students 
threatened a protest (to Mike 
Bozzone being fired as dean of 
students last week) on Pioneer day.
Dean Bozzone’s office. This is
See Allegations, page 2
Sacred Heart to honor new 
education commissioner
(PR) Sacred Heart University 
will mark the election of Vincent 
L. Ferrandino, Ph. D., as the 
state’s new commissioner of 
education with a special cer­
emony in his honor on April 22 in 
the Hawley Lounge. The public 
is invited to attend.
Ferrandino, who has distin­
guished himself most recently as 
superintendent of schools for the 
town of Weston, will begin his 
assignment as commissioner on 
June 8.
“Dr. Ferrandino’s presence at 
Sacred Heart University will en­
hance our students’ understand­
ing of his vision and the chal­
lenges facing Connecticut’s 
educators in the 21st Century,” 
said President Anthony J. Cer- 
nera, Ph.D.
In Weston, Ferrandino has di­
rected a public school system that 
is ranked among the best in Con­
necticut. Durring his three-year 
tenure, Ferrandino has initiated 
many programs, including the in­
troduction of foreign language 
instruction at the elementary level, 
the development of system-wide 
curriculum coordination systems, 
and the establishment of a dy­
namic partnership with the 
Munich (Germany) International 
School.
Prior to his arrival in Weston, 
Ferrandino served for five years 
as superintendent of schools in 
Regional School District No. 6 in 
Litchfield. He also has served as 
a high school principal, assistant 
high school principal, department 
chairman and teacher in public 
school systems in Connecticut and 
New York.
Kids: always so 
youngf sometimes so 
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Dr. George receives CMA award
------------------------------------------ teaching of chemistry or chemical viewed about the nominated can-
By Elaine LeStrange engineering, and in the motiva- didates.
Staff Writer tion of students to pursue techni-
cal field careers. When asked how he felt about
“It is an honor not only for me, receiving this prestigious award. 
Dr. Babu George, Chairman of but also for the students and the Dr. George replied, “I feel great, 
the Science, Math, and Computer university,” said Dr. George. This is our chance to get the name 
Science Department at SHU, has Dr. George believes that his of the university to the whole 
been selected as one of four uni- constant work “to promote country.” 
versity professors from across the chemical education” is the reason In the 35 years that CMA has 
country to receive the 1992 why he received this honor. been conferring this award, only 2
Chemical Manufacturers Asso- During the decision process of previous winners have been from 
ciation National Catalyst Award, the CMA in choosing the recipi- Connecticut universities of col- 
The purpose of the award is to ents, students and colleagues from leges. And both of those professors 
recognize excellence in the across the country were inter- were from Yale University.
Babu George, Ph.D., professor of chemistry and chairman of the Faculty of Science and Mpthem 
at Sacred Heart University. Photo courtesy of Public Rf I
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New^reas of Study Approved at SHU
The proposal for a Bachelor of Arts in International 
Business was approved by the Board of Trustees and 
has been forwarded to the Board of Governors for 
Higher Education for review. It is expected that BGHE 
approval will be granted within the next three months. 
Work is progressing on a proposal for a Bachelor of 
Arts in Global Studies.
Professor to Supervise Group in Europe
Dr. Lucjan Orlowski of the Financial Studies 
Department has accepted an invitation to supervise a 
research group on economic reforms in Central and 
Eastern Europe at the Kiel Institute of World Econom­
ics in Germany. The Kiel Institute is one of the most 
prestigious economic research institutions in the 
world.
New London Broker to Assist Campaign
Kieran Kilbride, an investment broker with A. G. 
Edwards & Sons, Inc. of New London, has been 
named alumni chairman of Sacred Heart University's 
1991-92 Annual Fund Campaign.
The eleven member fundraising committee, com­
posed of business leaders, faculty, administration, and 
alumni, is spearheading the university’s drive to rai.se 
$.350,000. Christopher Me Leod, president of Comp- 
U-Card Division of CUC Inlemational. Inc. and a 
SHU trustee, is general chairman.
Kilbride, who was a member of the second graduat­
ing class at SHU (in 1968), is active in many alumni 
endeavors, including the Alumni Executive Committee 
and the Alumni Development Committee, of which he 
is chairman.
Kilbride has made public service an important part 
of his life and has been recognized as the International 
JC’s “Outstanding Young Man of the Year.”
To all the people who think the press goes 
too far sometimes, consider the alternative.
waters about 80 miles 
from the closest point of the Okinawa 
island chai
d an associate. Joshua
To learn more about the role of a 
Free Press and how it protects your 
rights, call the First Amendment 
Center at 1-800-542-1600
If the press 
didn’t tell us, 
wiio would?
A public service me&Mfte of The .‘Vd Council end The >ocieiv ol Proles\<onai
Thousands of college students turned out for a pro-choice rally in Washington, D. C. last week. Here, 
hundreds of signs donning pro-choice slogans mask the large crowd supporting them from
underneatlK_________^^^^_^^^_^_____^_^__^^_^^_Photo_b^_Dawn^ento^
Allegations: resolution calls for new VP position
Continued from page 1
when I overheard Mr. Barquinero 
say that, ‘If the students pull any­
thing (on Pioneer day) both you 
and you (Bozzone and Director of 
Activities Tom Kelly) will be in a 
lot of trouble.’” Ciesielski noted 
that “in a lot of trouble” was clearly 
defined as their jobs being in 
jeopardy.
Ciesielski said he overheard 
the conversation while standing 
outside the door of Bozzone’s of­
fice during the “shouting match.”
Both Kelly and Bozzone 
would not comment on the allega­
tions.
Barquinero, after several at­
tempts for an interview, could also 
not be reached for comment.
“After hearing that, it made 
me realize that Mr. Barquinero is 
under the impression that two 
administrators can control the 
actions of the whole student body,” 
Ciesielski added. “This I find 
very appalling.
“Barquinero then asked, 
‘Who do the students think they 
are?’ I have an answer to that 
question: We are the reason this 
place opens up in the morning, 
and we are the reason it closes at 
night. This is our university, we 
pay to go here, and when you ask 
us who we think we are, take a 
look at your paycheck.”
Ciesielski continued to ex­
plain derogatory statements alleg­
edly made about the students by 
Barquinero, saying “Mr. Bar­
quinero then proceeded to refer to 
a student in a very off-color fash­
ion, and then went on to sarcasti­
cally mimic my request to speak 
to him at a later day and said, ‘I 
will not see A. J. tomorrow or on 
Friday. ------ A. J.’
“It shocked me to hear this 
from someone who wears the hat 
for vice-president for student af­
fairs. To threaten administrators' 
jobs at this level of higher educa­
tion because of what students do, 
and to speak about the students in 
such an off-color fashion, seems 
rather unprofessional. This is why 
myself and the Student Govern­
ment strongly feel that an admin­
istrator dedicated to the full-time 
students should be brought back 
to campus.”
SMART Center provides help for area teachers
By Elaine LeStrange 
Staff Writer
The SMART Center at SHU, 
under the direction of Dr. Babu 
George, has conducted enrichment 
programs in math and science for 
area teachers since 1982.
“The center sponsors work­
shops nearly every week for 
teachers of K-12 from across the 
state,” Dr.George explained. 
“Twenty different school districts, 
including a few from out-of-state, 
have signed up as participants in 
the SMART Center.”
“SMART” stands for “Science 
and Mathematics Area Resource 
Center.” In addition to its pro­
grams, the center operates a ma­
terials lending library and a tele­
phone information service.
The SMART Center is funded
by the Connecticut State Depart­
ment of Higher Education and 
contributions from individuals and 
local corporations.
Professors from universities 
across the country come to SHU 
to conduct the varied seminars. 
“SHU has received national pub­
licity due to the SMART Center’s 
programs,” Dr.George com­
mented.
Past programs have been on 
topics ranging from experiments 
with metals and semi-conductors 
to the use of children’s literature 
in teaching science.
Upcoming programs include 
“Contributions of Women to the 
Development of Modem Science” 
and “Women in Science and En­
gineering: Obstacles and Oppor­
tunities.” These will take place on 
March 30th at the SHU Faculty 
Lounge.
There will also be a series of
workshops on “Connecting Sci­
ence to Literature and Math,” on 
March27 and28. Pre-registration 
is recommended for all of these 
programs. Registration forms are 
available at Dr. George’s office in 
N107.
“SHU students also benefit 
from the center. The center em­
ploys paid student assistants to 
work on the programs,” added 
Dr.George.
The aim of the SMART Center 
is to keep local teachers up to date 
with the latest developments in 
science and the teaching of sci­
ence. According to George, the 
SMART Center is striving for ex­
cellence in the sciences so that the 
young students of these local 
teachers may gain an enthusiastic 
interest.
The SMART Center also holds 
an extensive series of workshops 
and seminars during the summer.
Don't drink and driue, 
Or you uion't be aliue.
R louely poetic uerse on DUJI, from your friends at the Spectrum.
features
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Pat Zelle: more than just an administrative assistant
By Andy Maccabe 
Staff Writer
Who is Pat Zelle and what does she does
at SHU?
If you said she’s an administrative assis­
tant in the Academic Affairs Office, you’re only 
beginning to scratch the surface.
For nearly 25 years Mrs. Zelle has been an 
integral member of the Sacred Heart staff and has 
witnessed the university’s growth from its early 
years when it was considerably smaller.
She began on a part-time basis for her first 
ten years at SHU. “Originally, chairpersons had no 
secretaries,’’ said Zelle, citing general duties for 
many individuals as her initial task. “Since then. 
I’ve worked for four full-time and two acting vice 
presidents.”
Apparently Zelle has played an important 
role at SHU. Her commitment to the responsibili­
ties of her job receives high praise from her co­
workers. Eliene Bertsch, Assistant Vice-President 
for Academic Affairs, see numerous qualities in 
Zelle’s performance. “She keeps us on track,” said 
Bertsch. “It’s her attention to detail that makes 
people and the department look good. She really 
knows how the system works and can run inter­
ference, settling problems before they escalate. Her 
helpful attitude assists faculty in teaching and students 
in learning,” Bertsch commented.
Zelle’s own words are testimony to her 
commitment. “I would never leave if something was 
pending. You don’t walk away from anything,” said 
Zelle. Fulfillment of job related activities is only one 
side of Zelle’s commitment. She also takes a keen 
personal interest in her co-workers and their well 
being. “There is an outstanding quality of her genu­
ineness in her,” said Bertsch. “We share problems and 
pleasures alike. If I need a lift somewhere she will stay 
late or corrte early to take me. It’s an extraordinary 
working relationship.”
Mrs. Zelle has had a unique perspective of 
the changes throughout the years, as an employee and 
as a mother watching three of her four children attend 
the university. “It’s like a second family,” said Zelle. 
“They have always been there when I needed backing.”
There is one term to describe Pat Zelle. 
Honorable! Her dedication and warm personality are 
manifested in all of her actions. Whether she is 
completing an aspect of her job or attending a univer­
sity function with friends, she is always an asset. 
“Some people call me the historian,” stated Pat Zelle. 
“This is because of my knowledge of the school. 
People come to me trying to recall an event or date and 
I usually remember it.”
English professor Joan Johnson selected to visit Zimbabwe
By Robina Seddiq 
Contributing Writer
Professor Joan K. Johnson, an 
academic incentives program ad­
visor and member of the faculty 
for communication studies has 
been chosen from the churchwide 
Women to Women Program to 
visit Zimbabwe in Africa.
In 1990, Women of the Evan­
gelical Lutheran Church in 
America brought twenty-seven 
visitors from Asia, Africa, Europe 
and Central/South America to 
participate in the triennel con­
vention at Anaheim, California.
Professor Johnson is an am­
bassador and reporter, she edits 
the New England Synod Supple­
ment to ELCA’s reports and
magazines. She has thirty years of 
experience as toastmaster, key­
note speaker interviewer and radio 
DJ launcher.
Professor Johnson from Sacred 
Heart in will be one of the seven 
representatives of New England 
at the Triennal Convention of 
Lutheran Church wide women. 
She is also an actress and play-
Common Sense
By J. Bro^d 
Columnisi
Dear J.:
I have a belated Valentine’s 
story for you. I have become close 
friends with a guy named James 
here at SHU. He came over on 
Valentine’s Day with a box of 
candy and a single red rose (I 
don’t know what he did wrong). 
Problem#!: I didn’t know what 
to make of the gifts (especially the 
ro' c). Problem #2: Another guy. 
Bill, also showed up — with two 
boxes of candy. 1 know that Bill 
has been interested in me for a 
while, but the feeling isn’t mutual. 
Bill stayed for coffee with James 
and I. As a matter of fact, James 
left first. Do you think that Bill 
may have influenced James’s 
leaving? — Lost in Love 
Dear L.I.L.:
1 think that Bill definitely in­
fluenced James’s departure. I 
don’t know what “...become close 
friends with a guy...” means, but 
its seems that the gentleman had 
other ideas in mind.
Problem #1: I don’t know 
why you were confused by James ’ s 
gifts, it seems perfectly obvious to 
me that any guy who shows up a a 
girl’s house on Valentine’s Day 
with candy and flowers is inter­
ested in said female. I think that 
his method of expressing himself 
had both class and a touch of ro­
mance — two qualities that you 
will be hard pressed to find in 
many upright walking males these
days. Ican’tthinkofany way that 
he could have made his feelings 
more obvious (other than getting a 
pair of those flashlights that they 
use on the tarmac at airports to 
direct the planes and waving you 
in). I think it’s time the two of you 
had “the talk.” He’s made a rather 
bold move, you should at least call 
him on it.
Problem #2: You need to 
explain to Bill, in no uncertain 
terms, that you are not interested 
in anything m ^re than a friendship. 
If he keeps popping in with love 
on his mind (and you don’t dis­
courage him), he will most cer­
tainly scare James away. If 1 were 
James, and I had gone to a female 
“just friend’s” house on 
Valentine’s Day with candy and a 
single red rose, and another guy 
had shown up with candy (and he 
wasn’t sent home early), I would 
have left too. I would probably 
have felt that^I was interrupting 
something.
Dear J.:
I’m a female student who has 
never had a relationship with a 
guy. One of my best friends is a 
guy and I am interested in him. 
We go almost everywhere to­
gether. I’m sure he knows that 
I’m interested in him, yet nothing 
ever comes of it. One of my single 
friends recently commented that 
at least I have a goal in mind. This 
is true, however, is it a realistic 
goal? Is it all an impossible dream? 
— Dulcinea
Dear Lady of La Mancha:
First of all, great signature —
it ’ s the second best I ’ ve seen so far 
(the best was “Ready, Willing, 
and Able,” even though I couldn’t 
print that letter). You seem to 
have no trouble coming up with 
interesting ways to express your 
feelings, so I assume you should 
have no trouble talking to some­
one who is one of your “best 
friends.”
That’s right — you’re going 
to have to talk to him. Your letter 
touches upon a subject that people 
constantly ask for advice about. 
I’m going to say the same thing I 
always say: “Talk to him. If he’s 
as wonderful as you say he is, your 
friendship will not be destroyed 
by your broaching the subject of a 
possible romantic involvement.”
You say in your letter: “I’m 
sure he knows that I’m interested 
in him.” My question is: “why are 
you sure?” I can almost guarantee 
you that, if you haven’t come right 
out and told him what you’re 
looking for, he is absolutely 
clueless. Guys can sometimes 
(usually?) be very thick about 
noticing that someone is interested 
in them. You have to come right 
out and tell them or they’ll never 
know.
I think that your “goal” is 
very realistic, but it will quickly 
become an “impossible dream” if 
you continue to wait in silence for 
your friend to make the first move. 
Be honest with him — if you two 
are as close as you say. I’m sure 
he’ll be supportive. The only way 
you find out if you’re chasing a 
windmill or a giant is to ask.
.4^-'
Channel 30. ried about the language problem.
Professor Johnson is really ex- because English is the official lan- 
cited about this trip. She stated, guage there.
“Zimbabwe is a country that The churchwide regient de­
people don’t visit often; it’s dif- cided to send their twenty sevm 
ferent.” representative from each state in
The representative from Zim- America, 
babwe had visited the New En- As a member of the Women to 
gland area in exchange, Johnson Women Program, the Churchwi(|e 
will be a representative from fund will provide for all of the 
■ Connecticut. «he was told to brings 'expeHSeS’rfOba'andTaa^HfrfiSSff' 
warm attire with her for the trip, visitor is allowed of $300 for 
because it’s cold around that time preparation expenses, such as 
of the year in Zimbabwe. Professor passport innoculation, film visds 
Johnson said that she isn’t wor- and gifts.
Joan Johnson, english professor, will be traveling to Zimbabwe this 
summer. Photo by Michael Champagne
Student Government elections. 
Concluding April 15.
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Firestorm
The heat may get unbearable, but that's the risk 
we had to take. This week's issue of the Spectrum will 
probably cause more turmoil on this campus than any 
other since last March when Dean Henry Krell was 
s; removed from the administration, or more correctly, 
restructured out of a job.
I Not many people will even read this part of the
I newspaper, because most readers won't get past page 
one, which contains the story reporting the allegations 
towards Jim Barquinero, and Student Government's 
I actions concerning them.
Why did we print the story? We didn't have to, 
of course. And it was not a decision made in one day. 
There were a lot of factors that were weighed, but what 
finally won out was that the student body has a right to 
know what is going on in this school, good or bad, and 
thfe ^Spectrum has the obligation to inform them.
' The students'right to knowledge. It's why we're 
all here — knowledge. But a lot of people on campus
prefer the students keep their heads buried in theiif 
books, minding their own little business, instead of 
looking around to see what's going on in their own 
environment.
Why did A. J. Ciesielski go on the record saying 
what he heard and knows? Why did the Spectrum print 
the ^icle, front page, lead story, with a double-deck 
headline? Why are so many people taking the chance of 
being fired upon by the administration?
There is one answer to all these questions: be­
cause of the students. You have a right to know, and 
now you do. A lot of people have put themselves on the 
line for this, and many more will follow. We have only 
one request: don't make this all a wasted effort.
let m GET
You To
UeAL TO
Distributed by Tribune Media Services
Kids... so young, and so cruel
By J. Broad 
Columnist
I was driving to work recently, 
when I passed a school bus stop. 
From the looks of the kids, I would 
say that it was a grammar school 
bus stop.
I pass this same spot every 
day on my way to work, and there 
is usually a group of kids cluttered 
together on the comer, playing 
some sort of loosely organized 
game offun and bodily harm. Each 
day, it made me feel a little better 
to watch all the kids having fun as 
I tmdged off to work. Being the 
cQnaic :Aa£l am, I guess it just made 
me feel good to know that there 
are still some people in the world 
(albeit little people) who are ba­
sically carefree and happy with 
their lives. I was wrong.
On this particular day, the 
children were gathered across the 
street from their normal place of 
assembly. The group was tight- 
knit as always, and laughing and 
pointing at the opposite comer, 
where a single little girl stood in 
solitude, the silent victim of the 
taunts.
She wasn’t crying yet, but 
she looked as if she might start 
any second. She stood perfectly 
still, with her head down and her
arms limp at her sides. She 
looked...helpless. Herhandswere 
swallowed up by the sleeves of 
her too large sweater, and her blond 
hair hung down in wisps across 
her face.
I would imagine that she was 
the same size as the other children, 
but, standing off by herself, she 
seemed very small and fragile. 
She heaved a sigh that was beyond 
her years.
I wanted to stop — to tell her 
that everything was going to be all 
right. I wanted to say that kids can 
be cmel, and that they didn’t really 
mean all of the awful things they 
were saying to her. I wanted to tell 
her not to listen to them, that she 
was better than they were, and 
worth more than their words.
If I could have spoken with 
her, I would have* promised her 
that things would get better. The 
small group of people she knew 
now would eventually expand to 
encompass a great number of 
people, and she would be meeting 
new people all the time. Some 
would accept her for what she 
was, some would try to change 
her, and still others would hate 
her. No matter how people re­
sponded to her, she would never 
understand the reasons, and she 
should just be herself and like 
herself and let the other people 
react how they will.
I drove right by her. I knew
that she wouldn’t understand what 
I was talking about, or that I un­
derstood how she felt. I remem­
ber what it was like to be the butt 
of the joke before school. I re­
member being ostracized by the 
popular crowd because I wasn’t 
popular. I remember almost be­
lieving the awful things people 
said to me because I was “differ­
ent.” I remember, because I’ll 
never forget.
None of the things running 
through my head would have given 
much comfort to this poor eight 
year old whose best friend had just 
called her stupid. Those are 
probably the ones that hurt the 
most, the ones that come from the 
people you would consider friends. 
She would have wanted to know 
why they were picking on her, and 
I wouldn’t have had an answer for 
her. At least, I wouldn’t have had 
an answer that would make any 
sense.
I did manage to make eye 
contact with her on my way by, 
and I saw a flicker of fire in her 
eyes. I think it was the beginning 
of the self-confidence and poise 
she would need to survive the next 
ten years' of her life. I hope that, 
somehow, that little girl will find 
out what an impression she made 
on me. Maybe it will help her 
believe in herself when no one 
else seems to believe in her. Kids 
can be cruel....
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Say it 
now, you 
may
never get 
the
chance
again
By Chris Nicholson 
Associate Editor
Have you ever had a chance 
to say thank you to an old friend?
I was sixteen years old, and 
at that time in life, communication 
with my parents was already tough. 
But when they started fighting, 
keeping a smooth relationship with 
them became even harder.
At first, they fought only with 
one another, but after a while, any 
marital argument would easily 
explode into a family feud that 
could last a week. Sometimes it 
was easier to count the good days 
than to count the bad ones. Finally, 
late on a mid-September night, 
during one of the more volatile 
fights that occurred, I had had 
enough. I had to get out of my 
house and away from my family, 
so I grabbed my bike and rode 
away from home.
I didn’t have to think about 
where I’d go, because I knew there 
was only one place I wanted to be: 
Christina’s house. Chris was 
probably the best friend I had in 
the whole world, but I wouldn’t 
have been able to tell you that 
then. It’s not that I didn’t value
her friendship, it’s just that being 
so close to her for a while, I had 
forgotten how special she actually 
was.
Anyway, I went to Chris’s 
house, because I knew I’d be 
welcome. Her parents knew about 
my troubles at home, so they had 
no problem understanding my 
situation and letting me stay the 
night. Chris stayed awake, con­
soling me, until about five o’clock 
in the morning. I started off 
shedding a lot of tears, but, 
somehow, by the time I fell asleep, 
Chris replaced the tears with a 
smile.
The next day I awoke to find 
a ride to school had been arranged 
for me (Chris had called an old 
friend of hers that went to my 
school), and when I left, I was 
assured that if I needed my good 
friend again, she’d be there for 
me.
For the next two weeks I 
lived with my aunt, but life was a 
far cry from stable. My parents 
repeatedly tried to make me come 
home — sometimes they’d try to 
be sentimental, and other times 
they would just yell. They told me 
that by leaving I was not going to 
make their marriage better, so I 
may as well return. What they 
never realized was that I didn’t
leave for them, I left for me. I 
loved them, and I still do, but I 
needed to survive.
For the entire two weeks, 
Chris supported me. She never 
once let me down, never further 
than a phone call away, and al­
ways offering an invitation to stop 
by her house, even if all I needed 
was a hug.
I may not have survived 
those two weeks if Chris wasn’t 
by my side.
Finally, the situation on the 
home front calmed down a little, 
so I went back. One year and a 
half later, my parents divorced, 
and, although I was sad to see the 
marriage end, I knew that it was 
best for everyone.
As for Chris and me, like 
most high school friends, we 
drifted apart as time rode on. I 
graduated first, started college, and 
little by little, we talked less and 
less. Our relationship never really 
ended... it just faded into a 
memory.
I hadn ’t even heard from her 
for over a year, but the father of a 
mutual friend passed away last 
November, and Chris called me a 
few days later. Sometimes when 
one talks to someone he hasn’t 
seen in a while, he finds he can’t 
think of anything to say, but when
Chris and I talked, I wanted to 
tell her everything.
We decided to spend a night 
out before she went back to 
school, and when I saw her, we 
talked, and those two September 
weeks creeped into our conver­
sation. She went on talking, but 
I began to think: I remembered 
how much Chris meant to me 
once, and how much she had 
cared about me. She must have 
hurt to have to witness me ex­
periencing the pain of watching 
my family fall apart, but she 
never flinched. Instead, she stood 
by me, faithfully, being the best 
friend I had in the whole world.
It’s not often one gets a 
second chance to say thank you, 
but that night I did.
I didn’t tell her why I said 
it, but she knew.
I realize now that people 
almost never get to thank their 
friends, when they’re lucky 
enough to have them. There’s 
always too many other things to 
do, and we forget how special 
they really are.
I know my current friends 
certainly deserve a lot of thank 
you’s, and if I don’t say know, I 
may never get another chance 
again.
Drugs; where is the real problem, and where are the answers?
By Chris Bruzinski 
Contributing Writer
I would like to take issue with 
Mr. Michael Murray’s solution to 
America’s drug problem as posed 
in his OP-ED article in the Spec­
trum recently. The notion of 
excecuting third time convicted 
drug dealers from the streets of 
America, believing that will stop 
the drug problem, is clearly not 
the answer when one takes die 
time to study the immensely large 
and powerful drug network re­
sponsible for poisoning our streets.
As a criminal justice major, the 
subject of the drug problem and 
the death penalty come up in ev­
ery criminal justice related class, 
most of the time ending in a heated 
debate in which many students 
blurt out “kill the criminals” or 
something to that effect. However 
one must, above all else, under­
stand the drug network before 
subscribing to such a notion.
America’s drug problem is one 
that stems from demand. America 
is the demand side of the drug 
problem. The average shipment 
of cocaine per year Ifom Colum­
bia to the U.S. is 500-700 tons 
according to the Drug Enforce­
ment Agency, this does not include 
other drugs and drugs from other 
third world nations. The extremely 
large drug networks have em­
ployed thousands and have 
boosted economics so outside anti­
drug intervention does not field 
much cooperation.
In Columbia, the Medellin 
Cartel, among other dealers have 
terrorized all opposition virtually 
into silence. In the last 6 years 
more than 2,000 Columbians, in­
cluding 300 judges and court
personnel have been killed by drug 
terrorists (New York Times 
Magazine Oct. 13 1991). The 
cartels practically awo, the couDr 
tries bemks where they launder 
their money. But U.S. officials try 
to pretty up the picture saying the 
Meddellin cartel lost it’s ability to
The drug problem lies 
deeply rooted in the 
consumers. It is not 
hard to see that a 
business so large and 
powerful will not even 
be fazed by executing 
the small-time dealers 
from our streets. As 
long as the demand 
for drugs is so large 
there will always be 
new pushers to take 
the place of those 
before them.
ship drugs (md it’s members are 
dead or in prison. But according 
to the DEA, shipments continue at 
the same rate. Pablo Escobar, the 
billionaire king-pin of the 
Medellin cartel who is believe to 
have a direct role in the 2,000 
executions is in custody and awaits 
trail but does so in a prison he 
designed complete with bath tubs, 
carpets, conference tables and 
many other comforts. And evi­
dence shows he still very much 
runs the cartel.
In Mexico police and govern­
mental corruption hampers anti­
drug efforts. The police are known 
to take bribes, rob, rape, blackmail
citizens each year, while hundreds 
more are killed at their hands. 
Today, Washington steers away 
from these issues and instead pur­
sues making Mexico a full eco­
nomic partner wkh the U.S. and 
Canada.
The Latin American countries 
lack of success in dealing with the 
problem points to the fact that 
these drug cartels are essentially 
in control or are untouchable. 
Columbia’s new passive policy 
looks the other way at drug cartels 
by allowing drug dealers to plead 
guilty to only one crime no matter 
what they are responsible for. In 
addition, Columbia’s ban on ex­
tradition allows drug king-pins 
like Escobar to turn themselves in 
and live like kings in their custom 
made prisons as opposed to re­
ceiving a just trail in the U.S. 
Many Columbians argue that this 
policy works because virtually all 
the terrorist executions have 
stopped, but so has any real op­
position to the drug problem. 
Columbia is waving the white flag 
by making deals with drug dealers 
in an attempt to stop the blood 
bath the cartels are responsible for 
because the government knows 
the drug cartels are far to big to 
stop, so they step aside.
In the last 20 years this country 
has spent hundreds of billions of 
dollars and lost tens of thousands 
of lives going after the drug dealer, 
from the king-pins to the pushers 
on the street, with no success in 
evening slowing the drug problem. 
And it is much to our dismay that 
we are finding out that the faster 
we try to clear the jungles and 
streets of drug dealers the faster
there are others to fill their shoes. 
Escobar himself stated recently: 
“There are drug traffickers in all
the cnuntrietuin.tha worl«t.~-B«w 
pression can do away with the 
traffickers but only education can 
do away with the drugs.” Ironic
In the last 20 years 
this country has spent 
hundreds of billions of 
dollars and lost tens of 
thousands of lives 
going after the drug 
dealer^ from the king­
pins to the pushers on 
the street, with no 
success in evening 
slowing the drug 
problem. And it is 
much to our dismay 
that we are finding out 
that the faster we try 
to clear the jungles 
and streets of drug 
dealers the faster there 
are others to fill their 
shoes.
that these are the words of a very 
powerful drug lord.
The drug problem lies deeply 
rooted in the consumers. It is not 
hard to see that a business so large 
and powerful will not even be 
fazed by executing the small-time 
dealers from our streets. As long 
as the demand for drugs is so large 
there will always be new pushers
to take the place of those before 
them. The cartels will continue to 
grow and sell drugs as long as 
demand it tyoalditwf 
survive otherwise.
Mr. Murray pointed out that in 
the Far East and many Musfitii 
countries drug dealers are not eyen 
given a fair trail and instead are 
executed. Imperative to our sys­
tem of government is the right to 
a just trail. I ask all of you fp 
imagine yourself in the a Far East 
system where at any tithe you 
could be taken away and executed 
with no trail because you are 
merely believed to deal drugs. 
Also, in most countries the 
population is composed of one 
culture, however the U.S. has 
many different cultures with dif­
ferent beliefs. This accounts for 
part of the reason it’s crime rate is 
so high. It is for this reason that 
we can not compare the U.S. to 
the middle east or other countries.
Finally before subscribing to 
the death penalty one should study 
it thoroughly. The sole purpose of 
punishment is to deter others fron) 
doing the same. In some cases iij 
the U.S. the death penalty is used 
as the ultimate punishment fof 
homicide. However widened 
suggests it has not been shown to 
deter crime in any case. Furthert 
more knowing that an addict i^ 
unable to reason rationally and 
will do virtually anything to supt 
port the habit it would not be efr 
fective aimed at dealers, most of 
whom are addicts themselves. |
There is no simple answer to 
the drug problem. But it should be 
pretty obvious that in the face of 
such demand for drugs, so large 
and powerful a drug network and 
the corruption faced in battling itj 
the execution of the little middip 
man is not the solution.
J4rts & lEitertainment
Skinny Puppy and the Smithereens: two new albums
By Koleen KafTan 
A & E Editor
Capitol Records has released 
two new albums by two different 
bands. Both The Smithereens and 
Skinny Puppy, two bands each on 
the end of the rock’n’roll spec­
trum, and both ripping out incred­
ible sounds.
The industrial noise music 
scene is ever growing with it’s 
pioneers being Einsterzende 
Neubeten, Nine Inch Nails, and 
Skinny Puppy. Last Rights, 
Puppy’s newest release is yet an­
other dive into their twisted inter­
pretations of reality. With songs 
like “Love In Vein’’, “Killing 
Game”, “Lust Chance”, and “In­
quisition” once again this band 
consisting of Ogre, cEVIN (not 
Kevin, cEVIN) Key, and Dwayne 
Goettel take on issues of wordly 
importance and dragged them 
through the mud, step on them, 
spit on them, and then hold them 
out in their hands for your viewing 
and listening pleasures.
M U S I C
In the past they have spoken 
out about depression and anti­
vivisection and once in Cinncinati 
they were banned for a video that 
featured rapid moving images of 
pure violence. Theirmusicisfast, 
hard, cruel, and scarily true to life. 
Definately worth checking out.
On the other hand if violence 
isn’t what you seek in an album 
but rather an honest sound of gui­
tars in perfect sync the newest 
release by The Smithereens, Blow 
Up is for you.
With Jim Babjak(guitars, vo­
cals), Dennis Diken(drums, vo­
cals), Pat DiNizio(guitars, vocals, 
harmonica), and Mike 
Mesaros(bass, vocals) working 
together the end is incredible. In 
the past they have been accused of 
being too retro but they have used 
that to their advantage. Their 
sound is not high tech synth music 
poured out of a mixing board but 
rather guitar driven rock.
Songs to check out include 
“Top Of The Pops”, Evening 
Dress”, and Girl In Room 12”. The Smithereens
You are now entering... The Nightmare Cafe
(CPS) You’re dead and you’re 
a short<-order cook.
...... You’re stuck somewhere be-tween me and^^ies be)^n3,”a
beautiful waitress (also dead) 
working by your side, a television 
that peers into the past at your 
disposal.
Welcome to the Nightmare 
Cafe, where visitors’ fears and 
wishes come true, whether they’d 
like them to or not.
It’s too complicated to explain 
lis place in full- you simply have 
'atch the series to understand. 
“I would call it a Twilight Zone 
th a sense of humor,” says star 
Jack Coleman, who plays the 
short-order cook. “This cafe is its
TELEVISION
own char^ter, it’s averymagic^ 
'pTace^ZSome'p^ple^areartra^cteo 
to the show because they think it’s 
horror, but when they watch, they 
see it’s really its own creation.”
With a sense of humor.
The show was created by Wes 
Craven, known mostly for big- 
screen horror flicks like The 
People Under the Stairs and the 
Nightmare on Elm Street films.
Craven, Coleman, Robert 
Englund (Freddy Kruegar from 
the “Nightmare on Elm Street” 
films) as narrator, and actress 
Lindsay Frost as the waitress, have 
all received the critics’ approval
for the show, but face a tough fight 
out of a Friday time slot. The
Welcome to the Night­
mare Cafe, where 
visitors* fears and 
wishes come true, 
whether they*d like 
them to or not.
show airs on NBC at 10 p.m. 
“Right now we don’t know
what’s going to happen because 
we’re in such a tough time slot,” 
Coleman says. “The numbers 
'aren’t high, but the demographics 
are excellent.”
Demographics are the makeup 
of the show’s audience, whose 
members are primarily between 
the ages of 18-44. The college 
audience is one group the show is 
targeting because of the show’s 
sophisticated nature.
“We’re getting (the college) 
audience now, but that’s also the 
night when a lot of that audience 
would be out,” Coleman says.
Still, he has confidence that the 
show will thrive once more people 
discover it. The mystery sur­
rounding the show is part of what 
attracted Coleman to his role.
“This (script) just jumped out 
at me. It was the most interesting 
and most fun of all the ones I had 
read,” he says. “I wasn’t sure if I 
was what they were looking for 
originally. They wanted someone 
more macho, with a darker side.”
But, the actor known perhaps 
best for his portrayal as Dynasty ’ s 
Steven Carrington, landed the role 
an way, and he is hopeful about 
the series’ future.
In the meantime, Coleman is 
continuing his work with a theater 
company in Los Angeles called 
“Say Zebra,” about the political 
situation in South Africa.
ERrMSontMiilMtlliWistnl!
Join our 
team
The Spectrum \s looking for advanced and entry- 
level personnel for all sections of the paper.
We offer:
Hands on learning experi­
ences which translate into job 
marketability upon graduation.
• A staff of editors and writers 
devoted to the art of writing.
• A congenial, professional work- ^
. place. V
• Specialized training In writing, 
word processing, copy-editirrg, 
proofreading, layout and 
graphics, and photography.
Stop by the Spectrum office 
in room S219 today.
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Special project to put fun into chemistry
(PR) Sacred Heart Univer­
sity has been selected from among 
30 applicants to take part in a 
special project with six other 
universities and colleges that will 
attempt to put some fun into 
learning about chemistry.
Penny Snetsinger, Ph. D., 
professor in the Science, Math­
ematics and Computer Science 
Department, has been awarded a 
$1000 stipend by the College- 
University Resource Institute, Inc. 
(CURI) in Washington, D. C., to 
establish new laboratories and 
develop a program that will allow 
students to research and analyze 
common, everyday items.
The project, “Revitalizing the 
Introductory Chemistry Labora­
tories: Development of Modules 
that Use a Hands-On Open Ended 
Collaborative approach,” has been 
established to develop more rel­
evant chemistry courses for sci­
ence majors.
“Much of what the chemistry 
students first learn in the labora­
tory is much too abstract and not 
relevant to their lives,” said Dr. 
Snetsinger. “Students tend to be 
more interested and enthusiastic
Penny Snetsinger, Ph.D., professor in the science, mathematics and computer science department, 
has been awarded a stipend by the College-University Resource Institute, Inc. (CURI) in Washing­
ton, D. C., to establish new laboratories and develop a program that will allow students to re­
search and analyse common everyday items. Photo courtesy of Public Relations
about the kind of chemistry that dows is far more interesting to Dr. Snetsinger’s proposal — 
shows up in their everyday lives, them than analyzing the molecu- to make a study of how M&M’s 
Trying to figure out what is in lar weight from freezing point are colored and why the dyes stay 
Windex that makes it clean win- depression.” on the candy — recently gained
approval of a CURI review com­
mittee.
“We are very happy to be part 
of this project and proud to have 
been selected from among 30 ap­
plicants,” said Babu George, Ph. 
D., chair of the Science, Math­
ematics and Computer Science 
Department. “This is an impor­
tant part of our attempt to make 
chemistry more understandable 
and to show students that it plays 
a vital part of their everyday lives.”
The seven colleges and uni­
versities chosen to take part in the 
project will meet at a June confer­
ence in Washington to outline 
goals and expectations for their 
courses, which will begin in Sep­
tember.
In addition to Sacred Heart 
University, The College of St. 
Catherine, Drew University, 
Mount Holyoke College, New 
Jersey Institute of Technology, 
Skidmore College, Sweet Briar 
College, and Wells College, will 
take part in the project.
For more information, con­
tact Babu George, Ph. D., at (203) 
371-7993.
SHU financial aid office offering plethora of scholarships
By Amajd Naqvi 
News Writer
Sacred Heart University’s Fi-
tional financial assistance to stu­
dents under two basic types,” said 
Julie B. Savino, director of stu­
dent financial assistance. “One is 
“merit scholarships” and the other
graduation class, and have dem­
onstrated academic potential 
through their Scholastic Aptitude 
Test (S.A.T) scores.
same as the Trustees ’ scholarships. 
We call it our “Parish Leadership 
Program.”
“The Bridgeport scholarship 
program awards scholarships to
scholarships for students who fit 
in certain criteria.
“The institution offers radi-
“The Trustees’ scholarship” 
said Savino is for students who as 
freshmen rank in the twenty five- 
percent of their high school
arships to incoming students who 
are the members of the Parishes of 
Diocese of Bridgeport and this 
scholarship program operates the
need. Once selected, students a^st 
maintain a 3.2 GPA or above to 
retain their scholarship,” added 
Savino.
According to Earl A. Gfaham, an
who demonstrate high academic 
achievement, who participate in 
extra curricular activities such as 
leadership, and who have financial
FOUR YEARS OF COUEGE 
DOWN THE TURES.
different schools to recruit stu­
dents and explain what courses 
they should take to get in to col­
leges and what GPA they need.
Savino noted that We also offer 
scholarships based on student ac­
tivities and leadership here in SHU 
such as students who participate 
in student government. Spectrum, 
and the Prologue.
“ We also offer scholarships to 
multicultural students who dem­
onstrate high academic achieve­
ment,” added Savino. “For ex­
ample, “We offer the Plohn Art 
Scholarship for students in art the 
department.”
Other scholarships, said Savino, 
are available for student in certain 
majors who meet specific criteria. 
“The Arthur Brissette Scholarship 
is awarded to accounting major 
students who meet the criteria,” 
said Savino.
“Some times church groups or 
companies, such as the American 
Institute of Certified Public Ac­
countants, offer scho.arships for 
minority under graduate students 
accounting majors who work for 
the company.” According to 
Savino there are lots of scholar­
ships available.
“We send scholarship informa­
tion to the head of the faculty area 
of which the scholarship applies 
to. Students of departments can 
ask for scholarship information 
and applications. We also keep 
scholarship information in the 
Financial Aid Office and also we 
try to advertise the availability of 
scholarships.”
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Baseball gears up 
for critical week
By Rick Feris 
Sports Writer
The Sacred Heart University 
baseball team, coming off a 5-1 
week, are gearing up for probably 
the most important week of the 
season.
This afternoon at 2 p.m., the 
baseball team hosts arch-rival 
University of New Haven in a 
crucial NECC doubleheader. The 
Chargers, who are 9-2 as of press 
time, are 6-0 in the NECC, while 
the Pioneers are 5-1. Before 1991, 
New Haven had appeared in 16 
consecutive NCAA tournaments, 
and appear to be back on track.
Senior Tim Ward, who is 6-1, 
has a miniscule 1.40 ERA in 45.1 
IP with 41 strikeouts. He currently 
has gone 22 2/3 innings without 
allowing a run. Senior Jerry Fry is 
2-2 on the mound and is batting 
.365.
Junior Bryan Muthersbaugh 
rounds out the Pioneer “Big 3” 
with a 3-1 record.
Senior catcher Don Romeo 
carries the hot bat for the Pio­
neers, batting .406 and is riding a 
15-game hit streak. Romeo also 
leads in home runs (two) and RBI 
(16).
The two teams split last year’s 
contests, with the Pioneers win­
ning the opener 3-2, and the 
Chargers taking the nightcap 5-4.
Don’t let the construction keep 
you away from the field. Fans can 
sit on the bleachers down by the 
dugouts, or in the grass behind the 
left-center field fence.
PIONEER BLASTS: Jerry 
Fry was named NECC Player of 
the Week for his bat as well as his 
2-0 record on the mound, which 
included a three-hit shutout of 
defending NECC champions 
UMass-Lowell.
The SHU men's lacrosse team lost to AIC 7 - 6 Saturday, but beat Quinnipiac College in a suspenseful 
11-10 match last Wednesday. The team, whose record now stands at 1 - 5, plays its next game, today, 
April 15, at 3 p.m. versus the University of New Haven. Photo by Michael Champagne
Athletes and crime: Overexposed or out of control?
(CPS) The violations vary and 
the sports differ, but time and time 
again, the headlines are virtually 
the same — college athlete ar­
rested.
the past year alone, numer­
ous college sports stars faced 
criminal charges for crimes as
serious as attempted murder and 
rape to misdemeanor violations 
such as underage drinking. Ex­
planations differ about the cause 
of the problem.
“It’s social conditioning, so­
cial learning,” said Elizabeth Stott, 
a staff psychologist at the Uni­
versity of Richmond. “It won’t
work to lecture them... (Athletes) 
need to develop empathy and see 
how their behavior hurts them and 
their relationships” before they can 
change.
Others say it’s a problem of 
perception. Athletes are often 
treated like celebrities, and when
Hello New York Knick fans 
out there. Feeling a little heal? 
^%’he Atlamic Division, which the 
Knicks hatl pretty much wrapped 
-pp two weeks ago, is now a two- 
race. Something about that 
dtic mystique.
I 'So hockey is back, if anybody 
itked.
Baseball is underway, and the 
najor league's two biggest 
rises arc in New York. Who 
ivoalda’ thunk the Yankees would 
Itart out 5-0 and the Mets 2-5? 
Met’s lineup from the sixth 
ton down resembles someihing 
rom Class A ball. The Mets should 
consider battingTodd Hundiey,a 
at defensive catcher but hor­
rible ollcnsively, ninth behind ilie 
pitcher. No this isn’t April Fools, 
he strength of the Yankees so far 
' has been the starting pitching with 
■an ERA under 2.00. If Scott
■
ainderson, Melido Perez, and 
im Leary can continue pitching 
well, the Yanks could suprise, but 
don’t count on it. .Sticking to my 
pre-season prediction, the Yan­
kees could finish anywhere from 
third to sixth.
Just who does Matt Young of 
the Boston Red Sox think he is? 
Andy Hawkins?
Some free advise to George 
Foreman: Retire!!! You have in­
spired us by your comeback, but 
seeing his face all swollen up Sat­
urday is a sad sight.
A word to the wise for all 
baseball fans, and especially 
Yankee fans; go see the movie 
The Babe. It is a must see for all 
baseball fans.
The Sacred Heart University 
baseball and softball teams con­
tinue to dominate the northeast. 
The baseball team is off to its best 
start, probably ever, and the soft­
ball team is off to its usual 1 spar­
kling start. The Prognosticator 
feels that both teams will earn bids 
to their third straight NCAA ap­
pearance.
The baseball team has been 
leadby the dazzling, the dominant, 
the incredible, the remarkable, the 
untouchable, and yes irtvincible
Tim Ward. This boy wonder has ■' 
been unhittable all .spring. Don; 
Romeo and Jerry Fry lead a( 
strong and powerful offen.se.
Renee Melchiona, Michelle > 
Palmer, Becky Van Ort, Maria: 
Cavaliere, April Ertl, and Keri ^ 
O’Donnell have been the key] 
players for the softball team. (Sony ^ 
if I left anyone out!) :
With the above in mind, I want ( 
everyone reading this paper to; 
attend today’s key baseball^ 
doubleheader against arch-rivaU 
New Haven, or the equally im-1 
portant softball doubleheader^ 
against Bridgeport. Both games 
startat2 p.m. and both could mean 1 
the league title and a bid to the! 
NCAA Regionals for both teams. ( 
Come out and support your Pio- ■ 
neer teams! ;
Congratulations to Webb 
Trenchard and his lacrosse team 
on their first win of the season, 
good going guys!
See you next week for the final 
Prognostications from a Pioneer.
they are accused of doing some­
thing wrong, media reports are 
given greater prominence because 
the accused is someone who is 
important in the community.
“Athletes are in the public 
eye, like politicians, and the cases 
are magnified,” said Larry 
Fitzmorris, associate athletic di­
rector at the University of Florida.
“When an athlete does 
something, it hits the front page, 
and then the sports page, and then 
it’s examined in depth by Sports 
Illustrated ad nauseam, and the 
premise is, “Gee whiz, this is 
prevalent among athletes.’
“But I wouldn’t say athletes 
are more prone to violence.”
One study on athletes and 
violence had a different conclu­
sion.
The Philadelphia Daily News 
in 1986 surveyed 350 schools for 
the years 1983 through 1985 and 
found that athletes “had been im­
plicated in at least 61 sexual as­
saults (and)... that football and 
basketball players were 38 percent 
more likely to be implicated in 
such crimes than the average male 
college student.”
Another researcher came up 
with different findings. Dr. Ri­
chard Lapchick, director of the 
Center for the Study of Sports in 
Society, at Boston’s Northeastern 
University, has estimated that 
athletes are not any more prone to 
breaking the law than the average 
citizen, when athlete-related 
crimes are compared with crimes 
committed in the general popula­
tion.
The National Collegiate Ath­
letic Association said it has no 
national studies on athletes and 
violence on record, not does it 
know of any that exist.
According to Bernice Sandler 
of the Association of American 
Colleges, a national expert on gang 
rape, about 90 percent of gang 
rapes are committed by fraternities 
— the remaining 10 percent at the 
hands of athletes.
Stott said football players are 
especially prone to commit of­
fenses not because they’re 
predispositioned to violence but 
because “they’re trained to be 
aggressive and told to disregard 
pain and disregard other players. 
Then, in their relationships, their 
home and dorm life, they don’t 
differentiate.”
Fitzmorris said directing 
athletes’ energies can be a problem 
sometimes. “ You want them to be 
confident, but there’s a fine line 
between confident and cocky,” he 
said.
He acknowledged that ath­
letes are under pressure to be ag­
gressive and to win games, but he 
said that should not be used as an 
excuse for wrongdoing. College 
athletes also have to leam to ignore 
taunts, as hard as that may be.
"If they do something stupid, 
they desrve to pay for it," 
Fitzmorris said. "I tell them, 'You 
live in a fishbowl, and you're go­
ing to be challenged every day of 
your life, on the field and off. You 
have to walk away from that.'"
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